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Consider a problem where a set of feasible observations are provided by an expert and a cost function is
defined that characterizes which of the observations dominate the others and are hence, preferred. Our goal
is to find a set of linear constraints that would render all the given observations feasible while making the
preferred ones optimal for the cost (objective) function. By doing so, we infer the implicit feasible region
of the linear programming problem. Providing such feasible regions (i ) builds a baseline for categorizing
future observations as feasible or infeasible, and (ii ) allows for using sensitivity analysis to discern changes
in optimal solutions if the objective function changes in the future.
In this paper, we propose an inverse optimization framework to recover the constraints of a forward
optimization problem using multiple past observations as input. We focus on linear models in which the
objective function is known but the constraint matrix is partially or fully unknown. We propose a gen-
eral inverse optimization methodology that recovers the complete constraint matrix and then introduce a
tractable equivalent reformulation. Furthermore, we provide and discuss several generalized loss functions
to inform the desirable properties of the feasible region based on user preference and historical data. Our
numerical examples verify the validity of our approach, emphasize the differences among the proposed mea-
sures, and provide intuition for large-scale implementations. We further demonstrate our approach using a
diet recommendation problem to show how the proposed models can help impute personalized constraints
for each dieter.
Key words : Linear programming, inverse optimization, feasible region inference, loss function, diet
recommendation
1. Introduction
Conventional (forward) optimization problems find an optimal solution for a given set of parameters.
Inverse optimization, on the other hand, infers the parameters of a forward optimization problem
given a set of observed solutions (typically a single point). In the literature, inverse optimization
(Zhang and Liu 1996) is often employed to derive the parameters of the cost vector of an optimization
problem while the constraint parameters are assumed to be fully known. In this paper, we focus on
* Both authors contributed equally to this manuscript.
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the opposite case. We impute the constraint parameters (as opposed to the objective function) of
a linear forward problem given a cost vector and a set of observations. Hence, we infer the feasible
region of the forward problem which can be used to identify future feasible or infeasible observations,
and to understand the behaviour of the model under different cost vectors.
When imputing the cost vector, it is usually assumed that the observed solution is a candidate
optimal solution (Ahuja and Orlin 2001, Iyengar and Kang 2005, Ghate 2020). More recently, several
studies also consider the case where the observed solution is not necessarily a candidate for optimality.
They propose inverse models to minimize error metrics that capture the optimality gap of the observed
solution (Keshavarz et al. 2011, Chan et al. 2014, 2019b, Bertsimas et al. 2015, Aswani et al. 2018,
Naghavi et al. 2019). More recently, multiple observations are considered, where the cost vector is
imputed based on a given set of feasible observations (Keshavarz et al. 2011, Troutt et al. 2006, 2008,
Chow and Recker 2012, Bertsimas et al. 2015, Esfahani et al. 2018, Babier et al. 2019). Tavaslıog˘lu
et al. (2018) find a set of inverse-feasible cost vectors, instead of a single cost vector, that makes
feasible observations optimal. A standard assumption in the literature of inverse optimization is that
the observed data is noise-free (Zhang and Liu 1999, Ahuja and Orlin 2001). There are only a few
studies that consider noise or uncertainty in the input data (Aswani et al. 2018, Dong and Zeng 2018,
Ghobadi et al. 2018) when inferring the cost vector.
Extending from only imputing the cost vector, some studies consider the case where both the
objective function and the right-hand side (RHS) of the constraints are imputed simultaneously for
specific types of problems (Dempe and Lohse 2006, Chow and Recker 2012, Cˇerny` and Hlad´ık 2016).
Note that when the feasible region is being imputed, a given observation can become optimal since
the constraints can be adjusted so as to position the given observation on the boundary of the feasible
region. A few studies focus on imputing only the RHS constraint parameters of the forward problem.
Given a single observation, Cˇerny` and Hlad´ık (2016) find the RHS of the constraints from a pre-
specified set of possible parameters. In other studies, the RHS is imputed in such a way that the
observed solution becomes optimal (Birge et al. 2017) or near-optimal according to a pre-specified
distance metric (Dempe and Lohse 2006, Gu¨ler and Hamacher 2010, Saez-Gallego and Morales 2018).
There are limited previous studies that impute the left-hand side (LHS) parameters of the con-
straints set. Chan and Kaw (2020) input a single observation and propose an inverse optimization
method to find the LHS (assuming the RHS is known) as well as the cost vector such that the given
observation becomes optimal. Assuming an unknown objective in addition to an unknown feasible
region would result in finding a feasible region that makes a given point optimal for some objective
(i.e., any objective that fits the problem mathematically), and hence, would make the problem more
relaxed and less practical. An unknown objective would also mean that we are not able to assess the
quality of the given solutions.
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Although the forward problem we consider is similar to that of Chan et al. (2019a), our proposed
inverse models differ from theirs in several key aspects. Our models infer the full constraint parameters
(both LHS and RHS) and consider multiple observations instead of a single one. We assume that
the objective function is known and hence, we can identify the preferred solution(s) among all given
observations. This assumption is relevant in practical settings and will be discussed in Section 2.
Their models also require a prior belief and additional user-defined conditions on the constraint
parameters to avoid trivial (all zero) solutions; our models do not require any additional user input
and generate non-trivial solutions by design. We also introduce generalized loss functions that do not
necessarily rely on a prior belief on the constraint parameters.
Solving inverse optimization problems efficiently has been the focus of a few papers in the literature.
While inverse optimization problems for imputing the cost vector often retain the complexity of
their corresponding forward problems (e.g., linear programming), imputing the constraint parameters
often constitutes a non-convex problem due to the presence of multiple bilinear terms. Hence, the
resulting inverse problems are more complex to solve. To address these concerns, a few studies in the
literature focus on specific problem instances and find certain criteria or assumptions to reduce the
complexity (Birge et al. 2017, Brucker and Shakhlevich 2009). Others propose a solution methodology
that solves a sequence of convex optimization problems under a specific distance metric (Chan and
Kaw 2020). In this paper, instead of attempting to solve a nonlinear non-convex problem, we use
the problem’s theoretical properties and propose an equivalent reformulation that can be linearly
constrained, and hence, easier to solve. We also further simplify the problem by providing closed-form
solutions or suggesting decomposition approaches for specific cases.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first in the literature to propose an inverse optimiza-
tion framework for inferring the full constraint matrix (both LHS and RHS) of a linear programming
model based on multiple observations. Contrary to the recent literature, the objective function is
known in our proposed framework, and the constraint parameters are partially or fully unknown.
Our models do not require any additional input data with the observations, but such data can be
incorporated in the model if available. The solutions are observed without noise, but our framework
allows for potential inclusion of noisy data. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a single-point inverse optimization model that inputs one observation and infers a
set of fully or partially unknown constraint parameters of the forward problem so as to make the
given observation optimal for a specific cost vector.
• We extend this model to a multi-point inverse optimization methodology that inputs any number
of observations and finds the constraint parameters so as to make all the observations feasible and
the preferred observation(s) optimal for a specific cost vector.
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• We develop an equivalent tractable reformulation of the multi-point inverse optimization model
that eliminates the bilinearity of the original model.
• We introduce a generalized loss function that can take any form or input any type of available
data and induces the desirable properties of the feasible region of the forward problem. This proposed
loss function does not necessarily rely on a prior belief, expert opinion, or other specific user inputs
on the constraint parameters.
• We test and validate our proposed methodology on numerical examples and demonstrate the
characteristics of each of the loss functions introduced.
• We demonstrate the application of our approach on a diet recommendation problem and show
that the proposed model can use past food consumption observations to impute each user’s implicit
constraints and generate personalized diets that are palatable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate the proposed methodol-
ogy by presenting examples of application areas. Section 3 introduces our methodology for inverse
optimization of constraint parameters, its theoretical properties, and an equivalent reformulation.
In Section 4, we introduce examples of the generalized loss function that can be used as the objec-
tive function of the inverse optimization problem and discuss the theoretical properties of each. We
illustrate the results of our methodology using two numerical examples and a diet recommendation
application in Section 5. Section 6 discusses a few extensions to the proposed models, and finally,
conclusions and future research directions are provided in Section 7.
2. Motivation
Inverse optimization has been applied to several different application areas, from healthcare (Erkin
et al. 2010, Ayer 2015) and nutrition (Ghobadi et al. 2018) to finance (Bertsimas et al. 2012) and
electricity markets (Birge et al. 2017). In this section, we provide two example applications where
imputing the feasible region based on a set of collected observations is of practical importance. These
applications serve to motivate the development of our proposed methodology.
A. Cancer Treatment Planning: Consider the radiation therapy treatment planning problem
for cancer patients. The input of the problem is a medical image (e.g., CT, MRI) which includes
contours that delineate the cancerous region (i.e., tumor) and the surrounding healthy organs. The
goal of a treatment planner is to find the direction, shape, and intensity of radiation beams such that
a set of clinical metrics on the tumor and the surrounding healthy organs are satisfied. While there
exists literature on using inverse optimization for inferring the objective function in cancer treatment
planning (Chan et al. 2014, Goli et al. 2018, Babier et al. 2018), to the best of our knowledge, no
study infers the constraint parameters for cancer treatment planning.
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In current practice, there are clinical guidelines on the upper/lower limits for different clinical
metrics. Planners often try to find an acceptable treatment plan based on these guidelines to forward
to an oncologist who will inspect it and either approve or return it to the planner. If the plan is not
approved, the planner receives a set of instructions on which metrics to adjust. It often happens that
the final approved plan may not meet all the clinical limits simultaneously as there are trade-offs
between different metrics.
Suppose we have a set of approved treatment plans from previous patients. Even though there are
clinical guidelines on acceptability thresholds for different metrics, in reality, there may exist approved
treatment plans that do not meet these limits. There may also exist plans that do meet the guidelines
but are not approved by the oncologists since she/he believed a better plan is achievable. Hence,
the true feasible region of the forward problem in treatment planning is unknown. Considering the
historically-approved plans as “feasible points”, we can employ our inverse optimization approach to
find the constraint parameters, based on which we can understand the implicit logic of the oncologists
in approving a treatment plan. In doing so, we would help both the oncologists and the planners by
(i ) generating more realistic lower/upper bounds on the clinical metrics based on past observations,
(ii ) improving the iterative planning process by producing higher quality initial plans given the clear
guidelines and hence, reducing the number of preliminary plans passed back and forth between the
planner and oncologists, and (iii ) improving the quality of plans by preventing low-quality solutions
that otherwise satisfy the acceptability metrics, especially for inverse treatment planning methods
that heavily rely on these metrics.
B. Diet Problem: Consider a diet recommendation system that suggests a variety of food items
based on a user’s dietary needs and/or personal preferences. Each meal can be characterized by a set
of features and/or metrics such as meat content or daily value of each nutrient.The diet problem often
consists of minimizing some objective such that a set of requirements on the food intake is met. A
limited number of studies in the literature have used inverse optimization for inferring the objective
function weights in a diet problem (Shahmoradi and Lee 2019, Ghobadi et al. 2018). However, to the
best of our knowledge, no study infers the constraint parameters for the diet problem.
Assume the objective function of the underlying (forward) optimization problem in the diet problem
is known. Examples of such objective functions would be minimizing total calories in a weight loss
program, minimizing sodium intake in a hypertension diet, or minimizing monetary cost. In addition
to dietary requirements, each person has a set of implicit constraints that would result in them finding
a certain suggestion “palatable” or not. Different users would have different such constraints, and it
is not explicitly possible to list what these constraints are. In such cases, our inverse optimization
model can use historical data to ensure the next suggested meal in the diet recommendation system
is palatable.
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For example, consider a user who is mostly vegetarian and is implicitly limiting the number of
meat servings during the week, or another user who prefers to limit the amount of dairy intake when
consuming certain vegetables. If we observe the user’s diet choices (feasible observations) for a certain
time horizon, the inverse optimization model would find the set of constraints (feasible region) that
captures this behaviour by making diets that are too far off from the past observations infeasible
while ensuring that the required amount of nutrients are met, the diet is palatable (feasible), and the
given objective (e.g., cost, calories) is minimized. In Section 5, we further discuss this application of
our proposed methodology on a diet recommendation problem.
3. Methodology
In this section, we first set up the forward optimization problem where, contrary to conventional
inverse optimization, the cost vector is known and the unknown parameters are, instead, the con-
straint parameters. Let c ∈ Rn,A ∈ Rm1×n,b ∈ Rm1 ,G ∈ Rm2×n and h ∈ Rm2 . We define our linear
forward optimization (FO) problem as
FO : minimize
x
c′x (1a)
subject to Ax≥ b, (1b)
Gx≥ h, (1c)
x ∈Rn. (1d)
Consider the case in which some or all of the constraint parameters of the FO formulation are
unknown, but there exist one or more observations (solutions) that are deemed feasible or optimal
for FO based on expert opinion. For such settings, we propose inverse optimization models that infer
these unknown parameters of FO and recover the full feasible region. We assume that A and b are
the unknown constraint parameters that the inverse optimization aims to infer and G and h are the
known constraint parameters.
For every constraint of FO, three cases can be considered: (i ) all of the parameters of the constraint
are known, in which case we denote it as part of the known constraints, Gx ≥ h; (ii ) all of its
parameters are unknown and we denote the constraint as part of the unknown constraints, Ax≥ b;
or (iii ) some of its parameters are known (for instance, b is known) or some properties about the
constraint(s) are known, in which case we denote the constraint(s) as part of unknown constraint
parameters A and b and add the additional restrictions to the inverse model. We will discuss the
latter case in more detail in Section 6, and without loss of generality, we assume no such partial
information is available for the rest of this section.
Throughout this paper, we index the unknown and known constraints by the sets I1 = {1, . . . ,m1}
and I2 = {1, . . . ,m2}, respectively. Note that if there are no known constraints, I2 = ∅. The ith row of
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the constraint matrices A and G is referred to as ai and gi, respectively. Similarly, the ith elements
of the b and h vectors are denoted by bi and hi, respectively. The set J = {1, . . . , n} denotes the
columns in the constraint matrices (i.e., the indices of the x variable). We use bold numbers 1 and
0 to denote the all-ones and the all-zeros vectors, respectively.
In this section, we propose three models to infer the unknown parameters of FO. First, we present
a single-point inverse optimization model when only one observation is available. Next, we provide
a multi-point inverse optimization model to infer the unknown constraint parameters when several
observations are available. Finally, we propose a tractable reformulation for the proposed inverse
optimization model.
3.1. Single-point Inverse Optimization
In this section, we propose an inverse optimization model for the case where only one observed
solution is available. Given a single observation x0, a cost vector c, and known constraint parameters
G and h (if any), we would like to formulate an inverse optimization model that finds the unknown
constraint parameters A and b such that the observation x0 is optimal for the forward problem FO.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the observation x0 is feasible for the known constraints
Gx≥ h, since the forward problem will be otherwise ill-defined, and the inverse problem will have
no solution.
Let y and w be dual vectors for constraints (1b) and (1c) of FO, respectively. The single-point
inverse optimization model (IO) can be written as follows:
IO : minimize
A,b,y,w
F(A,b;D), (2a)
subject to Ax0 ≥ b, (2b)
c′x0 = b′y + h′w, (2c)
A′y + G′w = c, (2d)
||ai||= 1, ∀i∈ I1 (2e)
y∈Rm1 , w∈Rm2 , (2f)
A∈Rm1×n, b∈Rm1 . (2g)
The objective F(A,b;D) is a loss function that drives the desired properties of the feasible region
based on some given input parameter D . For instance, the user may input a prior belief on the shape
of the feasible region as parameter D and set the objective function F to minimize the deviation
from such prior belief. More details and other explicit examples of the loss function F(A,b;D) are
discussed in Section 4. Constraint (2b) enforces primal feasibility of x0. Constraints (2d) and (2f) are
the dual feasibility constraints. Constraint (2c) is the strong duality constraint that ensures x0 is the
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optimal solution of FO. Finally, without loss of generality, constraint (2e) normalizes the LHS of each
unknown constraint based on some norm || · ||. The introduction of this norm avoids finding multiple
scalars of the same constraint parameters or finding trivial (all-zero) solutions, without requiring
the user to define application-specific side constraints. Nevertheless, if any such side constraints or
partial information on A or b exists, they can be incorporated in the model. This extension will be
discussed later in Section 6. We make the following assumption to ensure that the forward problem
is not a simple feasibility problem.
Assumption 1. c 6= 0.
We note that without Assumption 1, the IO problem will be simplified since it will have many trivial
solutions such as A = G,b = h, and y = −w, or alternatively, w = y = 0 with any A and b that
satisfy the primal feasibility constraint (2b). For the rest of this paper, we assume Assumption 1
holds. We next show that the IO formulation is valid and has non-trivial feasible solutions.
Proposition 1. The feasible region of IO is non-empty.
Proof. Let w = 0, y = ||c||1, b = (c′x0)/||c||, and ai = c/||c||, ∀i ∈ I1, given c 6= 0. Then
(A,b,y,w) is a feasible solution to IO. 
In general, any feasible region that renders the point x0 optimal for FO would be a feasible solution
to the single-point IO problem. Therefore, the solutions to single-point IO can be futile, and the
applicability of this model can be limited. For instance, when m≥ n, IO may force all constraints
to pass through x0 and possibly make x0 be the only feasible point for FO. As another example,
often more than one feasible observation is available for the forward problem in practice. In such
cases, the IO formulation does not apply because strong duality may not necessarily hold for multiple
observations and lead to the infeasibility of some of the observations. As a result, the theoretical
properties of the solutions to the inverse optimization problem would also change. Hence, in the next
section, we extend our IO formulation for the case of multiple observations and discuss its properties.
3.2. Multi-point Inverse Optimization
Consider a finite number of observations xk, k ∈ K = {1, ...,K} to the forward problem. One of the
first goals of a multi-point inverse optimization is to find the constraint parameters in such a way
that all observations xk, k ∈K become feasible. We define this property as follows.
Definition 1. A polyhedron X = {x ∈Rn |Dx≥ d} is a valid feasible set for the forward problem
if xk ∈X , ∀k ∈K.
Remark 1. If X ⊆ Rn is a valid feasible set, then any set S ⊆ Rn such that X ⊆ S is also a valid
feasible set.
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Remark 1 states that if a set X is a valid feasible set, then any set that contains X is also valid since
all observations remain feasible for any superset of X . Any set that is not valid, i.e., does not contain
some observation xk, k ∈ K cannot be a feasible set to the forward optimization (by definition).
Hence, all feasible regions that are imputed from the solutions of a multi-point inverse optimization
must be valid feasible sets. In particular, to ensure that the feasible region of the forward problem is
well-defined, we assume that the set defined by the known constraints is also a valid feasible set.
Assumption 2. The set G = {x ∈Rn| Gx≥ h} is a valid feasible set.
The feasibility of the observations for the known constraints is similar to the assumption in the single-
point IO, except that all observations (as opposed to one observation) are assumed to be feasible for
the known constraints Gx≥ h. Otherwise, the inverse optimization will not have a solution. Although
we have K observations in the multi-point inverse optimization, we can identify the observation(s)
that result in the best objective function value for the forward problem, because the c vector is
known. We define the observation with the best value as the preferred observation, denoted by x0,
for which strong duality must hold.
Definition 2. The preferred solution in a set of observations {xk}k∈K is defined as
x0 ∈ arg min
xk,k∈K
{c′xk}.
If multiple observations satisfy Definition 2, without loss of generality, we arbitrarily select one
of them as x0. The multi-point inverse optimization problem aims to find a set of constraints for
the forward problem such that all observations are feasible, and the preferred solution x0 becomes
optimal.
The following multi-point inverse optimization (MIO) formulation finds a feasible region that
minimizes some loss function of the inverse optimal solution (desired properties of the feasible region)
from a set of input parameters D .
MIO : minimize
A,b,y,w
F(A,b;D), (3a)
subject to Axk ≥ b, ∀k ∈K (3b)
c′x0 = b′y + h′w, (3c)
A′y + G′w = c, (3d)
||ai||= 1, ∀i∈ I1 (3e)
y∈Rm1 , w∈Rm2 , (3f)
A∈Rm1×n, b∈Rm1 . (3g)
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The constraints in MIO include strong duality (3c), dual feasibility ((3d) and (3f)), and normaliza-
tion (3e). We note that even though c is known, the strong duality constraint does not automatically
hold. To ensure the optimality of x0, the inverse problem needs to find the constraint parameters
A and b such that x0 is on the boundary of the imputed feasible region and can be optimal with
respect to c. Hence, constraint (3c) is necessary to ensure that strong duality holds for the preferred
solution. In contrast to the single-point IO formulation, the primal feasibility constraint (3b) is now
a set of K constraints that ensures the feasibility of all observations for FO. The formulation of
MIO, similar to that of IO, is bilinear and hence, is non-convex in general. Analogous to IO, we
first show that the MIO formulation is feasible.
Proposition 2. The feasible region of MIO is non-empty.
Proof. Let w = 0, y = ||c||1, b = (c′x0)/‖c‖, and ai = c/‖c‖ ∀i ∈ I1. The resulting solution
(A,b,y,w) satisfies constraints (3c)–(3f). To show that the primal feasibility constraints (3b) also
hold, note that if ∃k ∈ K such that Axk < b, then by substituting the values of A and b, we have
(c′xk)/‖c‖< (c′x0)/‖c‖, or equivalently, c′xk < c′x0, which is a contradiction to the definition of x0
(Definition 2). Therefore, the solution (A,b,y,w) is feasible for MIO. 
Constraint parameters A and b described in Proposition 2 represent the half-space C = {x ∈
Rn| c′x≥ c′x0} whose identifying hyperplane is orthogonal to the cost vector c and passes through
the preferred solution x0 (as an example, see Figure 2(a) in Section 5). Therefore, the set C includes
all observations xk, k ∈K (i.e., C is a valid feasible set) and makes x0 optimal for the forward problem.
Hence, C is a feasible set for the FO problem that is imputed from a solution of MIO. In Definition 3,
we generalize this concept for all valid feasible sets that are derived from MIO solutions.
Definition 3. A polyhedron X = {x ∈Rn| Dx≥ d} is called an imputed feasible set if there exists
a feasible solution (A,b,y,w) of MIO such that X = {x ∈Rn| Ax≥ b,Gx≥ h}.
An imputed feasible set X = {x ∈ Rn |Dx ≥ d} may be represented by infinitely many sets of
constraints. For example, any scalar multiplication of the inequality or any other (perhaps linearly-
dependent) reformulation will represent the same set X . The MIO formulation finds one such set of
constraints to characterize X while satisfying the normalization constraint (3e). When referring to
an imputed feasible set, we consider the set X and not the exact constraint parameters that define it.
Note that any imputed feasible set is always a feasible region for FO that makes x0 optimal because
it is inferred by a solution of MIO, and conversely, any feasible region of FO that satisfies the known
constraints and makes x0 optimal is an imputed feasible set of MIO. We formalize this property in
Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. The system (A,b,y,w) is feasible for MIO if and only if the polyhedron X = {x ∈
Rn| Ax≥ b,Gx≥ h} is a valid feasible set that makes x0 optimal for the forward problem.
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Proof. Assume that (A,b,y,w) is a solution to MIO. By constraint (3b), Axk ≥ b,∀k ∈K, and
by Definition 2, we have Gxk ≥ h,∀k ∈ K. Hence, X is a valid feasible set. Constraint (3c) ensures
that strong duality holds for x0, and hence, x0 must be optimal for FO.
Now let X = {x ∈ Rn| Ax ≥ b,Gx ≥ h} be a valid feasible set that makes x0 optimal for FO.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that constraint (3e) holds since we can always normalize A
and b so that ‖ai‖= 1. The primal feasibility constraint (3b) is always met by definition of X . Since
x0 is optimal for FO, we have min
x∈X
{c′x}>−∞, and therefore, the dual of FO exists and is feasible,
and strong duality holds. Hence, all constraints (3b-3f) are satisfied, which implies that there must
exist y and w such that (A,b,y,w) is feasible for MIO. 
Proposition 3 characterizes the properties of all solutions to MIO and ensures that x0 is optimal
for FO. Although Proposition 3 and the MIO formulation explicitly consider the optimality of only
x0, we show in Remark 2 that any other observation with the same objective function value as x0 is
also optimal for the forward problem.
Remark 2. If X is an imputed feasible set, any x˜ ∈ X such that x˜ ∈ arg minxk,∀k∈K{c′xk} is an
optimal solution of FO.
Proof. Let x0 be the preferred solution. Assume ∃ x˜ ∈X such that x˜ ∈ arg minxk,∀k∈K{c′xk} and
x˜ 6= x0. By constraint (3b), we know that x˜ is feasible for FO. If x˜ is not optimal for FO, then
c′x0 < c′x˜ which is a contradiction to x˜ ∈ arg minxk,∀k∈K{c′xk}. Hence, x˜ must be an optimal solution
to FO. 
In this section, we proposed inverse optimization models that can impute the feasible region of
a forward problem based on a set of feasible observations, and we discussed the general properties
of the solutions. Considering that the proposed models are nonlinear, we next focus on additional
properties of the solutions and propose a tractable reformulation that can be used to solve the MIO
problem.
3.3. Tractable Reformulation
The proposed MIO formulation includes a set of bilinear constraints which makes the formulation
non-linear (i.e., constraints (3c) and (3d)) and therefore, intractable to solve. In this section, we
outline specific properties of the solution space of the MIO model that would allow us to develop
a tractable reformulation of this model. To this end, we first characterize the range of possible
imputed feasible sets to MIO and then prove that by considering specific known constraints, strong
duality and dual feasibility can be guaranteed without explicitly incorporating the corresponding
nonlinear constraints in the formulation. We finally formalize this idea theoretically and discuss how
this reformulation can be used to find solutions to MIO.
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We first show that we can find the smallest and largest possible imputed feasible sets of MIO solely
based on the given observations. An imputed feasible set X of MIO is a valid feasible set, according
to Proposition 3. By Remark 1, any superset of X will also be a valid feasible set. In particular, X
is always a subset of the half-space C = {x ∈ Rn| c′x ≥ c′x0} and a superset of the convex hull of
the observations, denoted by H. This property is shown in Lemma 1 and plays a fundamental role
in reformulating the MIO model later in Theorem 1. For brevity of notations, we use H and C as
defined above throughout the rest of this paper.
Lemma 1. If X is an imputed feasible set of MIO, then H⊆X ⊆ C.
Proof. (H⊆X ): Assume H 6⊆ X and ∃ x¯ ∈H, x¯ 6∈ X . By definition of H, ∃λk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K such
that x¯ =∑k∈K λkxk and ∑k∈K λk = 1. This is a contradiction because X is a polyhedron that is
a valid feasible set. Therefore, it contains all observations xk and any convex combination of them,
including x¯. Hence, H⊆X .
(X ⊆ C): Similarly, assume X 6⊆ C and ∃ x¯ ∈X , x¯ 6∈ C. Since x¯ 6∈ C, we have c′x¯< c′x0 (by definition).
Therefore, x¯ has a better objective value than x0, which is a contradiction to X being an imputed
feasible set because X must make x0 optimal for FO. Hence, X ⊆ C. 
As Lemma 1 illustrates, any imputed feasible set must be a subset of the half-space C = {x ∈
Rn| c′x≥ c′x0}. The intuition behind this idea is as follows. The identifying hyperplane of C (i.e.,
c′x = c′x0) passes through the preferred solution x0 and is orthogonal to the known cost vector c.
The inclusion of this half-space ensures that x0 is on the boundary of the imputed feasible region
and is always candidate optimal. In other words, for a valid feasible set U 6⊆ C, there will always exist
other feasible solutions that have a better objective function value than x0 in the forward problem.
Such a set U cannot be an imputed feasible set of MIO since it does not make x0 a candidate
for optimality. Hence, any imputed feasible set must be a subset of the half-space C. For a visual
representation of the half-space C, see Figure 2(a) in Section 5. Using this property, we can reduce
the solution space of MIO from Rn to the half-space C.
We can further restrict the solution space of MIO by noting that the set of known constraint
G = {x ∈ Rn |Gx ≥ h} also has to be met for any MIO solution. Therefore, the solution space of
MIO is always a subset of S = C ∩ G. Proposition 4 implies that this solution space is the largest
imputed feasible set of MIO and any MIO solution is a subset of the space S.
Proposition 4. Let S = C ∩G = {x ∈Rn| c′x≥ c′x0, Gx≥ h}, then
(i ) S is an imputed feasible set of MIO,
(ii ) for any other imputed feasible set X , we have X ⊆S,
(iii ) for any valid feasible set U , the set U ∩S is an imputed feasible set.
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Proof. (i ) The set S is a valid feasible set since both C and G are valid feasible sets as shown
in Lemma 1 and Assumption 2. The set S also makes x0 optimal for FO because it includes the
half-space C. Hence, by Proposition 3, S is an imputed feasible set of MIO.
(ii ) For any imputed feasible set X , it is obvious that X ⊆ C (by Lemma 1) and X ⊆G (by definition),
and hence X ⊆S.
(iii ) Since both U and C are valid feasible sets of FO, the set U ∩S is also a valid feasible set, and
hence, primal feasibility holds. Strong duality also holds for x0 ∈ U ∩ S because the half-space C is
considered as part of S with c′x0 as the optimal value of the FO. Hence, dual feasibility also holds,
and U ∩S is an imputed set of MIO. 
Without loss of generality, in the rest of this paper, we assume that C = {x ∈ Rn| c′x ≥ c′x0}
is added as the first unknown constraint in the formulation, that is, g1 = c, h1 = c′x0. Let the set
S = C ∩ G = {x ∈ Rn| c′x ≥ c′x0, Gx ≥ h} denote the new set of “known constraints” hereinafter.
With this assumption, Remark 3 formally points out that the largest possible feasible set that can
be imputed by a solution of MIO is the set S itself, as defined in Proposition 4.
Remark 3. The set S is the largest possible imputed feasible set of MIO.
Considering the set S as the set of known constraints, we can guarantee that the strong duality
and dual feasibility constraints (3c) and (3d) hold without explicitly including them in the model.
Based on these properties, Theorem 1 shows an equivalent reformulation of the MIO problem when
the half-space C is considered as a known constraint.
Theorem 1. Solving MIO is equivalent to solving the following problem when S = C ∩ G = {x ∈
Rn| c′x≥ c′x0, Gx≥ h} is the set of known constraints of FO.
e-MIO : minimize
A,b
F(A,b;D) (4a)
subject to a′i xk ≥ bi, ∀i∈ I1, k ∈K (4b)
||ai||= 1, (4c)
A∈Rm1×n, b∈Rm1 . (4d)
Proof. (i ) If (A,b,y,w) is a solution of MIO, then (A,b) is a solution to the e-MIO formulation
since (4b)–(4d) are also constraints of MIO. (ii ) Conversely, for the pair (A,b) that is a solution to
e-MIO, let w = (1,0, . . . ,0), y = (0,0, . . . ,0). The solution (A,b,y,w) is feasible for MIO since by
Proposition 4, the strong duality constraint (3c) and the dual feasibility constraint (3d) hold through
the inclusion of the half-space C as a known constraint in S. Therefore, by (i ) and (ii ), solving
e-MIO is equivalent to solving MIO. 
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Theorem 1 shows that by considering the half-space as one of the known constraints, instead of
solving the bilinear MIO problem, we can solve a simpler problem that does not explicitly include
the strong duality and dual feasibility constraints and hence, does not have any bilinear terms. Note
that there are multiple ways to re-write constraint (4c) based on the particular application and the
desired properties of the resulting model. Depending on the type of normalization constraint used
in (4c), the complexity of the corresponding e-MIO formulation would differ. For example, popular
norms such as L1 or L2 would yield linearly- or quadratically-constrained problems, respectively.
Remark 4 highlights that any valid feasible set for FO can be a solution to e-MIO. This prop-
erty is intuitive since the e-MIO formulation only includes the primal feasibility constraints for all
observations. Hence, the feasible region of e-MIO reduces to the set of valid feasible sets of FO.
Therefore, by the inclusion of C in the known constraints, the complexity of the problem reduces to
only finding valid feasible sets of FO through the e-MIO formulation.
Remark 4. Any valid feasible set X of FO is an imputed feasible set to e-MIO.
Proof. The set X is a valid feasible set, and the set of known constraints in e-MIO is S. Therefore,
by Proposition 4, the set X ∩S is an imputed feasible set to e-MIO. 
We finally note that solving e-MIO provides constraint parameters A and b such that Ax ≥ b
along with the set of known constraints S shape the imputed feasible region of FO. In other words,
any solution to e-MIO can identify an imputed feasible set of MIO by first finding the constraint
parameters A and b and then finding the intersection of these constraints with the known constraints.
Remark 5 formalizes this concept.
Remark 5. An imputed feasible set of MIO can be derived as {x ∈ Rn| Ax ≥ b,x ∈ S} for any
solution (A,b) to e-MIO.
In this section, we showed that the solution to the MIO (or IO) formulation can be found by first
solving the e-MIO formulation and then deriving the corresponding imputed feasible set through
adding the known constraints. The complexity of e-MIO depends on the type of norm in con-
straint (4c) and the complexity of the loss function. The e-MIO problem will be a linearly-constrained
model if a linear norm is used. In the next section, we focus on different types of loss functions and
provide specific examples of measures to induce the characteristics of the feasible region.
4. Loss Functions
The MIO formulation minimizes an objective function F(A,b,D) which affects the optimal solution
(A,b,y,w) and hence, drives the desirable properties of the imputed feasible set of FO. This imputed
feasible set for the forward problem may take various shapes and forms based on the given parameter
set (D) and the objective function (F). In this chapter, we introduce several loss functions that can
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be used based on the available information on the constraints. Note that all the models introduced in
our framework include a generalized loss function F, and this function can be tailored by the user to
induce properties for the application domain at hand. As shown in Section 3, the solutions to both
the IO and MIO formulations can be found by solving the e-MIO model. Therefore, without loss
of generality, we use the e-MIO formulation to develop the theoretical properties of models with
different loss functions in this section.
In the literature of inverse optimization, a prior belief on the constraint parameter is defined as
reasonable or desired values for the constraint parameters, and the inverse problem often attempts
to minimize the distance of the parameters from such belief. In our framework, we do not necessarily
require the user to provide any such prior belief on the parameters. Therefore, for any unknown
constraint in FO, we consider two cases: (i ) a prior belief on the constraint is available, and (ii ) no
such prior information exists. For case (i ), which has been considered in the literature, we discuss
a specialization of our general loss function that allows the user to minimally perturb these prior
beliefs. In case (ii ), where no information on the constraint is assumed, we show that it is possible to
find a large variety of imputed feasible sets for MIO. We introduce different loss functions that aim
to find the appropriate constraints when no prior belief on the constraint parameters is available.
In the rest of this section, we first discuss the theoretical properties of imputed feasible sets of
e-MIO when a prior belief on the constraints is available. Next, we present and discuss different loss
functions that can be employed in the absence of a prior belief.
4.1. Prior Belief on Constraints Available
When a prior belief on the constraint parameters is available, the objective of the inverse problem is
often to minimize some measure of distance (e.g., norm) of the imputed constraint parameters from
that prior belief. In this section, we study the use of prior belief as a loss function in the objective of
our e-MIO model. We refer to this loss function as the Adherence Measure. Let the assumed prior
belief on the constraint parameters, denoted as Aˆ and bˆ, be given as the input parameter D . For
ease of notations, let ∆ = [A b] be the matrix that appends the column b to the A matrix and
∆ˆ = [Aˆ bˆ] be the corresponding prior belief. We define the Adherence Measure as the loss function
that captures the distance of ∆ from the prior belief ∆ˆ according to some norm || · || as follows:
F(A,b;D) = F(A,b, ∆ˆ) =
∑
i∈I1
ωi ||∆i− ∆ˆi||. (Adherence Measure)
Parameter ωi is the objective weight capturing the relative importance of constraint i, and ∆i and
∆ˆi are the ith rows of matrices ∆ and ∆ˆ, respectively. Proposition 5 shows that the e-MIO model
with the Adherence Measure can be decomposed into solving a series of smaller problems for each of
the m1 unknown constraints.
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Proposition 5. The optimal solution of e-MIO with the Adherence Measure can be found by solving
the following problem m1 times for each i∈ I1 = {1, . . . ,m1}.
minimize
ai,bi
||∆i− ∆ˆi|| (5a)
subject to a′i xk ≥ bi, ∀k ∈K (5b)
||ai||= 1. (5c)
Proof. The e-MIO problem with the Adherence Measure is separable for each constraint i, which
means problem (5) can be solved m1 times to recover each ai and bi independently. 
If the prior belief is not a valid feasible set, then at least one of the observations xk, k ∈ K is
positioned outside of the prior belief. Therefore, ∆ˆ needs to be minimally perturbed to generate a
valid feasible set. This is a prevalent occurrence in practice since although a set of a priori constraints
might be available, in reality, these constraints might be too tight to hold for all observations. If the
set identified by the prior belief ∆ˆ is a valid feasible set, i.e., Aˆxk ≥ bˆ, ∀k ∈ K, then Proposition 6
shows that there is a closed-form solution to e-MIO.
Proposition 6. If X = {x ∈ Rn | Aˆx ≥ bˆ} is a valid feasible set, then A = Aˆ and b = bˆ is an
optimal solution to e-MIO under the Adherence Measure.
Proof. By assumption, X is a valid feasible set and hence by Remark 4, an imputed feasible set to
e-MIO. Therefore, ∆ = ∆ˆ is a feasible solution to e-MIO with F(A,b;D) = 0 under the Adherence
Measure. Hence, A = Aˆ, b = bˆ is an optimal solution to e-MIO. 
The Adherence Measure, which is most often used in the literature, heavily relies on both the
availability and the quality of the prior belief. In particular, if the quality of the prior belief is poor,
it enforces the inverse optimization to fit the imputed feasible set to this poor-quality prior belief. In
what follows, we propose and discuss other loss functions that can be employed if no quality prior
belief is available for the constraint parameters.
4.2. No Prior Belief on Constraints
In this section, instead of relying on a prior belief, we propose different loss functions that can
incorporate other data (e.g., observations) to find the solution of e-MIO. We start with a simple
constraint satisfaction model, which is sometimes used in the literature of inverse optimization. We
then propose three new loss functions that each result in different properties for the imputed feasible
set of e-MIO. We also consider combining the loss functions to further refine the shape of the imputed
feasible region.
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4.2.1. Indifference Measure If no preference and no information about the feasible region
is given, i.e., there is no data provided to be used to derive the shape of the imputed feasible set
(D = [ ]), then the e-MIO reduces to a feasibility problem by setting the objective function as zero,
i.e.,
F(A,b;D) = 0. (Indifference Measure)
We refer to this loss function as the Indifference Measure.
Proposition 7. A closed-form optimal solution for e-MIO with the Indifference Measure is
ai =
ci
||c|| , bi =
c′x0
||c|| , ∀i∈ I1. (6)
As shown in Section 3, the solution above is feasible for e-MIO and is hence, optimal under the
Indifference Measure. Intuitively, any feasible solution to e-MIO is an optimal solution in this case.
This property is highlighted in Remark 6.
Remark 6. The e-MIO formulation with the Indifference Measure has an infinite number of optimal
solutions.
Proof. The convex hull H of the observations is a valid feasible set by definition, and hence, it
is an imputed feasible set of e-MIO under the Indifference Measure. By Remark 1, any set X that
H⊆X is also a valid feasible set, and by Proposition 4, X ∩C is an imputed feasible set for MIO (and
hence, for e-MIO). Therefore, e-MIO has infinitely many imputed feasible sets, and accordingly,
infinitely many optimal solutions. 
In practice, the Indifference Measure may not be the loss function of choice if there exist some
properties that are preferred for the feasible set of FO. In the rest of this section, we introduce three
other loss functions that can inform the shape of the imputed feasible set using the observations and
discuss their properties.
4.2.2. Adjacency Measure The Adjacency Measure finds a feasible region that has the small-
est total distance from all of the observations. Here, the given parameter D is the matrix that
includes all observations, D = [x1, . . . ,xk]. This loss function minimizes the sum of the distances of
each observation from all constraints. Let dik denote the distance of each observation xk, k ∈K from
the identifying hyperplane of the ith constraint. The Adjacency Measure is defined as
F(A,b,D) = F(A,b, [x1, . . . ,xk]) =
K∑
k=1
m1∑
i=1
dik, (Adjacency Measure)
where the distance dik can be calculated using any distance metric, for example, the Euclidean
distance, or the slack distance defined as dik = aixk−bi. Similar to the Adherence Measure, this loss
function is separable for each constraint, and hence, the resulting e-MIO model can be decomposed
and solved for each constraint independently, as shown in Proposition 8.
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Proposition 8. The optimal solution of e-MIO with the Adjacency Measure can be found by solving
the following problem m1 times, for each i∈ I1:
minimize
ai,bi
K∑
k=1
dik (7a)
subject to a′i xk ≥ bi, ∀k ∈K (7b)
||ai||= 1. (7c)
4.2.3. Fairness Measure This loss function aims to find a feasible set such that all of its
constraints are equally close to all observations and hence, is “fair”. Using the same notations as
those in the Adherence Measure, we calculate dik as the distance of each observation k from the
identifying hyperplane of each constraint i. We then calculate the total distance for all observations,
dk =
∑m1
i=1 dik. The Fairness Measure is
F(A,b,D) = F(A,b; [x1, . . . ,xK ]) =
∑
k∈K
(dk−
∑
k∈K
dk/K). (Fairness Measure)
This measure minimizes the deviation of the total distances for all observations and ensures that all
observations have roughly the same total distance from all constraints. The Fairness Measure avoids
cases were the constraints are all on one side of the observations and far away from others, and
hence, it typically results in imputed feasible sets that are more confined compared to the Adjacency
Measure.
4.2.4. Compactness Measure The Compactness Measure tries to find the constraint param-
eters such that the minimum distance of each observation from all of the constraints is minimized.
In other words, it tries to ensure that each observation is close to at least one constraint, if possible
(i.e., if the observation is not an interior point). Again, let dik be the distance of observation k from
the identifying hyperplane of constraint i. The Compactness Measure is defined as
F(A,b,D) = F(A,b; [x1, . . . ,xk]) =
∑
k∈K
min
i∈I1
dik. (Compactness Measure)
Minimizing the Compactness Measure can be written as min
∑
k∈Kmini∈I1 dik, and this min-min
objective can be reformulated using auxiliary binary variables. The resulting e-MIO formulation
under the Compactness Measure is as follows:
minimize
∑
k∈K
mk (8a)
subject to dik =
∑
j∈J
aijx
k
i − bi ∀i∈ I1, k ∈K (8b)
mk ≥ dik−Mγik, ∀i∈ I1, k ∈K (8c)∑
i
γik = |I1| − 1, ∀k ∈K (8d)
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γik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i∈ I1, k ∈K (8e)
mk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈K (8f)
(4b)− (4d). (8g)
Note that the resulting model is a mixed-integer linear program if a linear norm is used as con-
straint (4c) of e-MIO.
4.2.5. Combined Loss Functions In the literature, inverse optimization formulations tend to
produce multiple optimal solutions and return one of them arbitrarily as the optimal solution. Our
inverse optimization formulations often demonstrate this property as well, even when the previously-
mentioned loss functions are imposed. Given that the e-MIO formulation is tractable, we can utilize
the multi-optimum property of inverse optimization to further calibrate the shape and characteristics
of the imputed feasible set of FO by combining multiple loss functions.
Typical approaches for combining different objective functions include using multi-objective opti-
mization and using sequential objectives. The former is trivial to implement but introduces challenges
such as deciding on the weights of each of the multiple objectives and is still prone to generating mul-
tiple optimal solutions that do not necessarily reflect the desired characteristics. The latter approach
(also referred to as secondary objective) is our suggested method since each iteration narrows down
the solution space to further fine-tune the solution to the specific characteristics of interest. We
note that this approach does not require significant additional computational burden given that the
e-MIO formulation is linearly-constrained for some popular norms (e.g., L1) and multiple instances
can be solved sequentially.
In the secondary objective approach, the model is solved for a loss function of choice, say F1, where
the optimal value of F∗1 is achieved. Then, to select those imputed feasible sets whose corresponding
solutions generate the same optimal value of F∗1 but possess other desired properties as well, the
e-MIO is solved again with a new loss function F2 and an additional constraint of F1(A,b,D) = F∗1 .
This process can be repeated for as many loss functions as desired.
In the next section, we test our approach on two numerical examples and compare the results for
different loss functions. We then provide an example of combining the loss functions, by choosing the
Fairness Measure as the primary objective F1 and the Adjacency Measure as the secondary objective
F2. In this case, we find solutions with the best Fairness Measure value that are also closer to all
observations with regards to the Adjacency Measure.
5. Numerical Results
In this section, we test our methodology on two illustrative two-dimensional (2D) numerical examples
and a larger-scale diet recommendation case study. For the ease of visualization, we use the 2D
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datasets (n= 2) to graphically show the observations, the feasible region, and the objective vector.
In the first example, we consider a small number of equidistant observations (K = 5) that form a
symmetric convex hull. For this example, the inverse solutions are easy to find by visual inspection,
which allows us to understand the intuition behind the solutions generated under each loss function
and compare their characteristics. The second numerical example considers a relatively larger set
of observations (K = 19) that are randomly placed and their convex hull has an arbitrary shape.
This example further elaborates on the insights from each of the introduced loss functions under
non-trivial cases. In each of the two examples, we consider multiple known and unknown constraints
in the FO problem. We solved the first example using both the MIO and e-MIO formulations which
confirmed the equivalence of the results for the two models. The second example, however, was only
solved using the e-MIO model because the commercial solver we used was not able to solve the
larger non-linear model to optimality. Finally, we apply the e-MIO formulation to a much larger
example of a diet recommendation application. In this case study, we consider K = 100 observations
of a dieter’s daily food intake from a set of n= 26 food items. We consider a set of known nutrient
constraints and impute multiple implicit constraints of the dieter. We compare the palatability of
the resulting diet recommendations with and without the imputed constraints.
In our numerical results, we use the L2 norm in the Adherence Measure since it is a popular norm
used in the literature. For all other loss functions, for simplicity, we use the linear slack distance
(i.e., dik = a′i xk − bi) to calculate the distance of a given point xk to the identifying hyperplane
of the ith constraint (i.e., a′i x = bi). We note that there exist other linear distance metrics (e.g.,
L∞ norm) that can be used, but we find the slack distance to be more illustrative in a two-dimensional
setting. For the normalization constraint (3e), we use |∑j∈J aij|= 1 as a proxy for the L1 norm (i.e.,∑
j∈J |aij|= 1). We chose this normalization method instead of the L1 norm to reduce the number of
auxiliary binary variables to only 2n (as opposed to 2n (m1 +m2)) when reformulating it as a linear
mixed-integer model.
5.1. Numerical Case I
In the first numerical case, we have 5 observations, as listed in Table 1. There are two known
constraints with the first one being the half-space C, as discussed in Section 3. The MIO and
e-MIO models were solved using the nonlinear solver MINOS (2003) Version 5.51 and CPLEX (2019)
Version 12.9, respectively. Both models were formulated using AMPL (1993) modeling language
Version 20190529. While MINOS and other nonlinear solvers are sometimes capable of solving small-
scale instances to optimality, they often fail to provide a global optimal solution in larger cases. For
this numerical example, MINOS was able to solve the MIO model to optimality, and the MIO and
e-MIO solutions confirmed the same solutions in all instances.
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Description Value(s)
Cost vector c (−1,−1)
Observations x0; xk (2,2); (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (1.5,1.5)
Known constraints 0.5x1 + 0.5x2 ≤ 2 (half-space C)
x1 +x2 ≥ 1
Unknown constraints 4 constraints
Table 1 Numerical Case I
For this example, we present the results for a loss function with Adherence Measure, the four loss
function when no prior belief is provided, and an example of the combined loss functions, in Fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In these figures, black dots denote the given observations xk, ∀k ∈K,
and the preferred observation (x0) is highlighted in red. The blue solid lines are the hyperplanes
corresponding to the given prior belief parameters (∆ˆ), the dotted red lines represent the known
constraints (S), and the dashed black lines demonstrate the constraints found by the inverse opti-
mization model. The resulting imputed feasible set of MIO (including the known constraints) is
marked as a shaded area.
Figure 1 shows the results under the Adherence Measure for three different possible feasible regions
as the prior belief (∆ˆ). With the Adherence Measure, the goal of the inverse optimization model is
to minimally perturb ∆ˆ to ensure all the observations are feasible and x0 is optimal. In Figure 1(a),
the given prior belief ∆ˆ is a valid feasible set, and as shown in Proposition 5, the optimal solution ∆
is the same as the prior belief ∆ˆ. On the contrary, in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), the given prior beliefs
are not valid feasible sets. In Figure 1(b), ∆ˆ⊆ S, while in Figure 1(c), a part of the prior belief is
infeasible for the known constraints and hence, ∆ˆ 6⊆ S. In both cases, the solution ∆ is a minimally
perturbed ∆ˆ that makes all the observations feasible. The resulting imputed feasible set (i.e., the
shaded area) is derived from ∆ and is a subset of S.
Figure 1 confirms that the Adherence Measure heavily relies on the quality of the prior belief on
the constraint parameters. Particularly, when the prior belief is an unreasonably large valid feasible
set far from the observations (e.g., Figure 1(a), or two of the constraints in Figure 1(c)) the inverse
problem will always return the prior belief as the optimal solution. While this measure is the most
commonly-used objective function of inverse problems in the literature, the results obtained may not
be reliable if a high-quality prior belief does not exist.
Figure 2 illustrates the results for the other loss functions as defined in Section 4. Figure 2(a) shows
the results for the Indifference Measure which has infinitely many optimal solutions. In our results, the
four inferred constraints happened to be the same and equal to the half-space C. Hence, the resulting
inferred feasible region is equivalent to the set of known constraints S, which is the largest possible
imputed feasible set (Remark 3). Figures 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) show the results for the Adjacency
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x0 c
C
(a)
x0 c
C
(b)
x0 c
C
(c)
Figure 1 Results for Numerical Case I with the Adherence Measure. The subfigures illustrate different scenarios
for the prior belief: (a) it is a valid feasible set, (b) it is not a valid feasible set but a subset of known
constraints S, and (c) it is neither a valid feasible set nor a subset of S.
x0 c
(4×)
C
(a) Indifference Measure
x0 c
(4×)
C
(b) Adjacency Measure
x0 c
C
(c) Fairness Measure
x0 c
(2×)
C
(d) Compactness Measure
Figure 2 Results for Numerical Case I with different loss functions.
Measure, the Fairness Measure, and the Compactness Measure, respectively. In Figure 2(b), the
inferred constraints are four identical lines that pass through observations (1,1) and (2,1). On the
contrary, Figure 2(c), shows that employing the Fairness Measure in the objective function results in
finding four distinct constraints. For this example, the constraints have the same total distance from
all observations and are hence, distributed fairly. As speculated, this measure provides a confined
feasible set for the FO problem. Finally, Figure 2(d) illustrates the results for the Compactness
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Measurewhich ensures that each observation is close to some constraint. In this case, each constraint
passes through two of the observations, and due to symmetry, two of the constraints are identical.
Lastly, we used a combined loss function to provide additional control over the properties of the
imputed feasible set as shown in Figure 3. In this example, we first imposed the Fairness Measure to
encourage similar total distances across different constraints, and then applied the Adjacency Mea-
sure as a secondary objective. In other words, we search among those solutions with the optimal
Fairness Measure value that also have the minimum total distance between constraints and observa-
tions. As Figure 3 illustrates, the imputed feasible set is the same as the convex hull H in this case,
which is the smallest possible imputed feasible set for FO (Lemma 1).
x0 c
C
Figure 3 Result for Numerical Case I with a combined loss function, where the Fairness Measure is the primary
objective and the Adjacency Measure is the secondary objective.
5.2. Numerical Case II
In this section, we test our approach on a relatively larger numerical example. This example considers
19 observations with x0 = (1,1), two known constraints (the first one being the half-space C), and
6 unknown constraints. The details of this numerical example are summarized in Table 2. Given
the larger size of this example, the nonlinear solver MINOS was not able to find the global optimal
solutions for most instances of the problem. Hence, we were only able to solve this example using
the e-MIO formulation, which further illustrates the importance and advantage of the proposed
e-MIO formulation in solving larger instances to optimality. This advantage is more pronounced when
the normalization constraint (4c) is linear and the e-MIO problem becomes a linearly-constrained
optimization model.
Figure 4 illustrates the results for the Adherence Measure. In Figure 4(a), the prior belief is a valid
feasible set, and the optimal solution ∆ is the same as the given prior belief ∆ˆ, as demonstrated by
Proposition 5. Note that in this example, although ∆ˆ is a valid feasible set, it does not satisfy the
known constraints (i.e., ∆ˆ 6⊆ S). Conversely, Figure 4(b) illustrates the case that ∆ˆ is a subset of the
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Description Value(s)
Cost vector c (1,1)
Observations x0;xk (1,1); (2,1), (4,2), (4,5), (3,6), (2,4), (3,4), (3,2), (4,3),
(1,3), (2,2.5), (1,5), (5,2.5), (5,4), (2.7,3.2), (2.3,4.7),
(1.4,4.8), (3.8,4.3), (4.8,3.3)
Known constraints 0.5x1 + 0.5x2 ≥ 1 (half-space C)
−x1 ≥−5
Unknown constraints 6 constraints
Table 2 Numerical Case II
x0
c
C
(a) Prior belief is valid
x0
c
C
(b) Prior belief is not valid
Figure 4 Results for Numerical Case II with the Adherence Measure. (a) The prior belief ∆ˆ is a valid feasible set
but ∆ˆ 6⊆ S. (b) The prior belief is not a valid feasible set but ∆ˆ⊆S.
known constraints but is not a valid feasible set. In this case, the prior belief is minimally expanded
in order to include all observations. These results re-emphasize that the shape of the imputed feasible
set is heavily affected by the quality of the prior belief on the constraint parameters.
We next illustrate the results for the Numerical Case II with the remaining four loss functions
that do not require a prior belief in Figure 5. Analogous to Numerical Case I, Figure 5(a) shows the
results for Indifference Measure which is a simple feasibility problem and results in the optimality
of any feasible solution to MIO. In our results, all six constraints equate a hyperplane that passes
through three of the observations. Figure 5(b) shows the results for the Adjacency Measure which,
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x0
c
(6×)
C
(a) Indifference Measure
x0
c
(6×)
C
(b) Adjacency Measure
x0
c
(2×)
(2×)C
(c) Fairness Measure
x0
c
(2×)
(2×)
C
(d) Compactness Measure
Figure 5 Results for Numerical Case II with different loss functions.
as expected, induces an unbounded imputed feasible set. In this case, the problem finds a constraint
that has the minimum distance from all observations and chooses to repeat that constraint 6 times.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) demonstrate the results for the Fairness Measure and Compactness Mea-
sure as the loss function of MIO, respectively. In both cases, the imputed feasible sets are bounded
and x0 is an extreme point. The Fairness Measure tries to spread the constraints around the obser-
vations and obtains a bounded imputed feasible set for this example. Finally, the Compactness
Measure ensures that there is at least one constraint in the vicinity of each of the observations on the
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x0
c
(2×)
(2×)C
Figure 6 Result for Numerical Case II with a combined loss function, where the Fairness Measure is the primary
objective and the Adjacency Measure is the secondary objective.
boundary of their convex hull results in an imputed feasible region that encapsulates all observations
for this example.
As described in Section 4, inverse models often have multiple solutions. Using combined loss func-
tions, we can explore the multiple optimal solution space under one loss function and further tailor
the desired characteristics of the imputed feasible set based on an alternate loss function. In Figure 6,
we use a combined loss function to first solve the inverse optimization problem with the Fairness
Measure and then search among its multiple optimal solutions to find a set of constraints that mini-
mizes the Adjacency Measure. As a result, we derive an imputed feasible set that not only scatters
the constraints around the observations fairly but also minimizes the total distance of the constraints
to all observations. In this example, the resulting imputed feasible region is visually tighter than that
of the Fairness Measure alone.
5.3. Numerical Case III
In this section, we validate our proposed methodology on a diet recommendation problem using a
dataset of 100 observations of daily food intake choices. As briefly discussed in Section 2, the goal is to
employ our MIO framework to impute the implicit constraints of a dieter based on the observations
of past food choices. The implicit constraints are typically difficult to capture in regular forward
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settings. However, using our MIO approach, these additional constraints will help to identify diets
that are more palatable to the user.
Description Value(s)
Cost vector c (a ) Maximize total protein intake
(b ) Minimize total sodium intake
Observations 100 Daily food intakes of 26 different food items
Known constraints 8 known constraints & half-space C
Lower bounds: Carbohydrates, Fiber, Calories
Upper bounds: Fat, Sugar, Cholesterol, Calories, # of servings
Unknown constraints 30 constraints
Table 3 Numerical Case III: Two objective functions were considered for a set of 100 observations on 26 food
items. The set of constraints includes 8 known constraints, the half-space, and 30 unknown constraints.
In this case study, we consider a set of 100 observations of the daily food intake that are reported
as the number of servings consumed per food per day of observation. This data is gathered from
CSSE (2020) which is based on the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)
dietary data. Our data includes 26 food items, each of which were consumed at least once among the
100 daily observations. We consider a set of 8 known constraints on different nutrition values (e.g.,
lower bound on fiber, upper bound on cholesterol) that must always be met. To derive the known
constraints, we consulted the guidelines provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services and U.S. Department of Agriculture (2015).
We tested the proposed MIO model with two different known objective functions: (a ) maximiz-
ing daily protein intake and (b ) minimizing daily sodium intake. For each objective, we found the
preferred observation x0 (i.e., the observation with the best objective value) and recovered a feasible
region that made all 100 observations feasible and x0 optimal for the corresponding forward problem.
Table 3 shows a summary of the known constraints and the inverse problems, and Table 5 in the
Appendix provides additional information about the observations. For each of the two objective func-
tions, we solved the e-MIO formulation to impute 30 additional constraints using a combined loss
function with Fairness Measure and Compactness Measure as the primary and secondary objective
functions, respectively. We then found optimal diets by solving the FO model twice: first with only
the eight given constraints and then using both the known constraints and the imputed constraints
by MIO.
Figure 7 shows the recommended diets for each of the two objectives with first considering only
the known constraints (denoted as “w/o MIO”) and then also considering the additional imputed
constraints (denoted as “MIO”) in red and blue bars, respectively. The ranges of the observations for
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Figure 7 Comparison of diet recommendations with and without the imputed constraints. The range of past food
consumption observations and the preferred observation are illustrated as error bars and yellow circles,
respectively.
each food item are shown by error bars, and the preferred observation (x0) is highlighted in yellow
circles on the error bar. Figure 7 shows that the recommended diet without the imputed constraints
includes larger quantities of fewer food items. For instance, when maximizing protein intake, over
nine servings of juice and six servings of sausage are recommended to the user in the diet without
MIO constraints. On the contrary, the diet with MIO constraints includes a variety of food items
and more moderate quantities of each food item, closer to the food choices the user has made in the
past. Similarly, when minimizing sodium intake, without MIO constraints, the suggested diet only
includes three food options, and the diet consists large amounts of fruit, while the diet with MIO
constraints provides moderate amounts of six food items that more closely replicate meals consumed
by the user in the past.
To better visualize the different suggested diets in this multi-dimensional solution space, we also
plotted these solutions using radar charts in Figure 8. Each food item is individually Min-Max nor-
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Maximizing Protein Intake
Milk Cream
Ice Cream
Cheese
Sausage
Fish
Stew
Frozen Meal
Beans
Nuts
Seeds
Bread
Biscuits
CakeCrackers
Pasta
Cereal
Pizza
Citrus Fruit
Other Fruit
Juice
Potato
Leafy Greens
Tomato
Veggies
Salad Dressing
w/o MIO
MIO
(a)
Minimizing Sodium Intake
Milk
Cream
Ice Cream
Cheese
Sausage
Fish
Stew
Frozen Meal
Beans
Nuts
Seeds
Bread
BiscuitsCakeCrackers
Pasta
Cereal
Pizza
Citrus Fruit
Other Fruit
Juice
Potato
Leafy Greens
Tomato
Veggies
Salad Dressing
w/o MIO
MIO
(b)
Figure 8 Comparison of diet recommendations with and without the imputed constraints. The shaded grey areas
show past observations. Darker grey shows a larger number of past food consumption for a food item.
malized. The diagrams serve to further illustrate the past data and compare each of the recommended
diets on a relative scale, instead of the absolute scale showed in Figure 7. The gray shaded areas
show the past observations where the darker areas show a larger amount of observed food intake.
Similar to Figure 7, the solutions with and without MIO constraints are highlighted with blue and
red lines, respectively. These plots confirm that in both cases, without MIO constraints, the diet
often consists of food items that are not regularly consumed in the past and are limited in variety,
while the diet with MIO constraints more closely resembles past observations.
Finally, we quantify the differences between the diets recommended with and without the imputed
MIO constraints for each objective by finding the average L1 norm distance of all the observations
from each of these diets as depicted in Table 4. In both cases, the diet with MIO constraints is closer
to the observations.
Average L1 norm distance
Objective w/o MIO MIO
Maximizing Protein Intake 30.5 15.2
Minimizing Sodium Intake 19.0 14.5
Table 4 Average distance of recommended diets for each of the two objectives tested with and without the
imputed constraints.
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6. Model Extensions
Typically, there are many assumptions in the inverse optimization models, depending on the particu-
lar structure of the model. In this section, we provide extensions for when some of these assumptions
do not hold and discuss how our models can be adapted accordingly. In particular, we consider three
extensions: (a) unknown cost vector, (b) noisy data, and (c) additional information on constraint
parameters. We first briefly discuss the rationale behind the underlying standard assumptions and
then provide extensions for lifting these assumptions.
(a) Unknown cost vector: When inferring the feasible region of a problem, the constraint param-
eters are unknown and hence, a set of given solutions cannot be labeled as feasible or infeasible.
However, when a cost vector is known, the quality of the observation can be compared based on this
cost vector. When, on the contrary, the cost vector is also unknown, there is no information about
the quality of the given solutions. That is, we do not know whether a solution is feasible, and we
are also not able to even assess or compare the quality of solutions. Such a problem setting may
have limited practical use because it assumes experts have no knowledge about the objective or the
constraints of the problem. Nevertheless, our models can be modified to consider an unknown cost
vector. Let c be a decision vector (unknown) and a candidate optimal solution x0 be provided by
experts. The updated model, denoted by MIOc, is
MIOc : minimize
A,b,y,w,c
F(A,b;D),
subject to (3b)− (3g),
c∈Rn.
We note that the complexity of MIOc is similar to that of MIO since the addition of c as a variable
does not introduce any new nonlinear terms into the model. The only difference is that c is now a
variable in the strong duality and the dual feasibility constraints (3c) and (3d).
(b) Noisy Data: A standard assumption in many inverse optimization models in the literature
is that the data is observed without noise. A few recent studies have considered that such perfect
information may not be available, and even if the data is accurate, the models may be prone to
overfitting to the given observations. In particular, the inverse model would always make x0 exactly
optimal for the forward problem and make any other solution that dominates x0 infeasible.
To consider noisy data and avoid overfitting in our proposed model, a robust optimization approach
such as that of Ghobadi et al. (2018) can be employed by considering uncertainty sets around the
observations. Such uncertainty sets can be considered around the preferred solution x0 only, or
alternatively around all observations xk, k ∈K. First, let U0 be an uncertainty set around x0. Since c
is known, the preferred solution within the uncertainty set U0 is x˜0 = min
x∈U0
{c′x0}. Using this x0 in the
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MIO formulation guarantees that the imputed feasible region is robust for all x0 ∈ U0. Next, assume
we consider uncertainty sets around all observations. In this case, the feasibility of the uncertain
observations needs to be guaranteed as well. A similar robust optimization approach can be employed
to consider uncertainty sets Uk around observations xk, ∀k ∈ K. In addition to the strong duality
constraint, in this case, the primal feasibility constraints are also modified to hold for any realization
of the uncertainty set (i.e., ∀xk ∈ Uk).
(c) Additional Information on Constraint Parameters In some inverse optimization models in the
literature, some additional information (or side constraints) on the parameters of the forward model is
considered in the inverse setting. Often, the purpose of this additional information is to avoid finding
trivial (all-zero) solutions in the inverse model. Our inverse models avoid such trivial solutions by
design and do not require the user to know and input such information on the inferred parameters.
However, if such information exists, it can easily be incorporated into the model. Recall that we
assumed that each constraint is either entirely known or entirely unknown. If additional information
on some constraint parameters is available, the constraint (or set of constraints) is partially known. In
this case, we can modify the inverse model accordingly by assuming these partially-known constraints
as part of the unknown constraints and adding the partial information as known constraints in the
inverse model. For instance, if specific properties about the ith constraint is known (e.g., bi = βi
for βi ∈ R, or ai1 ≤ 2ai2), these properties can be explicitly added to the inverse model as known
constraints. In general, if A⊆ Rm1×n and B ⊆Rm1 capture the additional information on the LHS
and RHS parameters, respectively, the MIO formulation can be adjusted by replacing constraint (3g)
with A∈A,b∈B.
7. Conclusions
Using inverse optimization to recover the feasible region can be applied to settings in which a set
of solutions have previously been identified by experts as “feasible” solutions, but the logic behind
such labeling is not known. This paper proposes an inverse optimization approach for imputing fully-
or partially-unknown constraint parameters of a forward optimization problem. The goal is to infer
the feasible region of the forward problem such that all given observations become feasible and the
preferred observation(s) become optimal. Identifying such feasible regions would provide a baseline
for initial filtering of future observation as feasible or infeasible, before seeking an expert opinion.
This information will, in turn, improve the flow of processes in expert-driven systems and reduce
the time spent in manually identifying feasible solutions. In some applications, having such a data-
driven approach would standardize the practice of quality control across different experts or different
institutions.
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We demonstrate the theoretical properties of our methodology and propose a new tractable refor-
mulation for the nonlinear non-convex inverse model. We also present and discuss several loss func-
tions that can be used to derive imputed feasible sets that have certain desired properties. Our
numerical examples demonstrate the differences between these loss functions and serve as a basic
guideline for users to choose the appropriate loss function depending on the available data and the
relevant application. We further apply our methodology to a diet recommendation problem and show
that the proposed model can impute the implicit constraints for each dieter and result in diet rec-
ommendations that are more palatable. An important future direction is to apply this methodology
to a real-world large-scale dataset and to demonstrate the computational benefits of the proposed
tractable reformulation methodology that allows for a more efficient solution of the originally non-
linear non-convex inverse optimization problems.
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Appendix. Data Summary
Table 5 shows the summary of the 100 observations (i.e., days) of daily food intake. The column
‘count’ shows how many times each food was consumed (i.e., in how many of the 100 observations).
The next two columns show the average and standard deviation of the number of servings of each
food, in the days that the food was consumed.
Food Item Count Avg. Consumption Std. Dev.
Milk 60 1.4 1.0
Cream 20 0.2 0.0
Ice Cream 40 0.9 0.3
Cheese 40 0.6 0.3
Sausage 20 0.6 0.1
Fish 20 1.5 0.4
Stew 20 2.1 0.4
Frozen Meal 40 0.8 0.2
Beans 20 5.0 0.1
Nuts 60 1.8 1.7
Seeds 20 0.9 0.2
Bread 80 2.9 1.5
Biscuits 20 1.0 0.3
Cake 20 2.7 0.5
Crackers 40 0.6 0.2
Pasta 40 0.4 0.1
Cereal 20 0.2 0.0
Pizza 20 2.5 0.4
Citrus Fruit 20 1.1 0.3
Other Fruit 100 1.5 0.6
Juice 20 0.9 0.2
Potato 20 0.3 0.1
Leafy Greens 20 0.5 0.1
Tomato 20 0.5 0.2
Vegetables 40 0.5 0.4
Salad Dressing 40 1.1 1.0
Table 5 For every consumed food item, the number of consumption, the average serving size, and the standard
deviation is provided in columns Count, Avg. Consumption, and Std. Dev., respectively.
